
QUALITY APPRAISALS

PRE-OWNED APPRAISAL, WHOLESALING AND MANAGEMENT PLATFORM



PICK AND CHOOSE WHICH ESSENTIAL TOOL IS RIGHT FOR YOU

Service Drive Accelerator

Extract maximum opportunities
 for appraisal and acquisition

 through existing 
Service Drive tra�c

Sales Appraisal 
& Remarketing

In depth capture and processing of 
trade in opportunities stemming from 

the Sales department. Connect 
with best-in-class market data, and 

instant appraisal tools for independent or 
centralized operations

Inventory Management
`

Keep an eye on active stock with 
instant re-appraisal, and pricing 

syndication; providing you with full 
end-to-end solutions

SELECTIVE CENTRALIZINGQUALITY APPRAISALS SPEED TO SALE CHANNELS

A high quality appraisal ensures 
that an exit strategy for each 
vehicle is established before the 
trade-in is completed. Appraisals 
also need to be completed 
quickly, but not so quickly that 
they compromise quality. A 
quality appraisal completed 
together with the customer also 
helps establish customer trust.

Centralization can reduce resourcing costs 
by delegating tasks away from high-cost 
employees such as sales managers. This 
allows for transparent reporting on 
appraisals, as well as quick policy imple-
mentations if needed. Centralization also 
support consistent quality appraisals, 
improving overall trades won, accuracy, 
and pro�ts with �exible products  where 
you want to optimize your e�ectiveness.  

The fastest way to retain retail 
pro�ts and wholesale vehicles is 
to have an e�cient internal 
process for wholesaling. The next 
best avenue is to avoid paying 
sell fees for wholesaled vehicles, 
and look to earn commissions on 
those sales instead.



SPEED TO SALE CHANNELS

Service Drive Accelerator
The

The Service Drive is the single most lucrative department for trade-in appraisal opportunities.
Carpraze’s Service Drive Accelerator introduces an automatic lead generation process at the store level 
that delivers high-intent, prequali�ed leads from the existing Service drive portfolio straight to the Sales 
Manager without any management, maintenance or interaction between the departments required. 
Focussing on quality, the pre-quai�ed leads are provided with complete vehicle pro�les, and the Sales 
Manager even has access to indepth instant valuation tools and the most extensive market data which 
provides an instantaneou headstart on apprasial valuation. The Service Drive Accelerator can be
 included in the greater Carpraze system - or it can be used as a standalone utility for dealers that want 
to maximize acquisitions from the Service Drive without changing existing systems.

Automated process for consistent invitation to appraisals

No disruption to team operations or existing systems

Keeps Sales & Service separate and focused on their own
operations

Delivers pre-quali�ed, highly engaged, high-intent trade in
opportunities

High value & Quick Return on Investment

Works with existing systems and processes

Low Cost

Bonus access to Carpraze’s market data and 
pre-appraisal tools.



Sales Appraisal Platform



Wholesale Remarketing Platform



At Home Appraisals
Your customers can now get a reliable appraisal value on their trade-in, without leaving the comfort of their homes and directly 
through their mobile device. Now you can have quality leads and more established trust with customers who’ve participated in 
the appraisal process. At-home-appraisals can be completed in 5 simple steps. Customer input is available through multiple 
areas of acquisition no matter if their interest has been sparked at the Service Drive, on the Sales floor, or when exploring a 
Lease Return. By empowering the customer to share their vehicle story, Customer input is reducing administrative load on your 
team, but also actively driving engagement and developing relationship based on transparency and trust.




